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philosophers of the West, of the present age, may well ignore, if they
are either unwilling to acknowledge its possibility or unable to appre-
ciate its truth..
Shankar, like Ramanuja, appealed to the same scriptural authority,
but his view of the Veddnta, as taught in the Upanisliads, is as
follows1:—
Whatever is, is in reality One. There truly exists one Universal
Being, called Brahma or Paramdtman, the Highest Self ... It
is pure Thought and Being—Intelligence or Thought is not however
its attribute, but constitutes its essence; it is not a thinking Being
but Thought itself . . . Associated with its own power called Mdyd or
Amdya, it is the cause of the universe that we see and is called God.
This power, Mdyd, is neither Sat nor Asat (Being nor Not-Being)—not
Sat, because Brahma alone is Sat; not Asat, in the strict sense of the
term, for it is the cause of the world. In the presence of Brahma which
is All-Intelligence, Mdyd modifies itself by a progressive evolution
into all the individual existences, (Bheda), distinguished by special
names and forms (Ndma Rzlpa) of which. the world con&ists ; from it
there spring in due succession tlie different material elements and
the whole bodily apparatus belonging to sentient beings. In all
these individual forms of existence, the indivisible Brahma is ever
present; but owing to the particular accidents or adjuncts into
which. Mdyd, the inseparable power of Brahma, has specialised itself.,
it appears to be broken up—it is broken up, as it were—into a
multiplicity of intellectual or sentient principles, (Jivds or indivi-
dual souls). What is real (eternal) in each Jtm is only the uni-
versal Brahma itself : but the individual Jiw, instead of recognising
itself to be Brahma, blindly identifies itself with these accidents
or adjuncts (upddhis), viz., the body and the sense-organs, and
looks for its true Self there', so long as it lias not discovered its true
Self and clings to the sense-organs and th.e external objects of sense
perception, it is subject to a succession of embodied existences ; at
each cycle (Kalpa) these individual souls lie in Brahma ' in deep
slumber as it were?; if the consequences of their former deeds are
not yet exhausted, they have again to enter on embodied existence
1 The account I have given here is   occasional changes in the lan^u^o
largely taken from Professor Thibaufs   rendered necessary for a clear sfcat.;-
iutroduction, S. B. E. Vol. 34, with   meixt of Shankar's own utterances.

